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About the Project
Mayes Creative

Mayes Creative are delighted to present these outcomes from our Above and Below: Ancient Materials 

Arts-Science Residency, delivered in partnership with the Royal Astronomical Society. It offered artists 

creating in any art form an opportunity to be inspired by a rich mix of creative provocations, with input 

from specialists in astronomy, heritage, geophysics and planetary science, alongside multidisciplinary 

artists, all of whom are connected, via their practice, to the theme of ancient materials. The events and 

discussions took place virtually, offering opportunities to workshop, discuss and share ideas with a group 

of like-minded people. We would like to extend our grateful thanks to Dr Sian Prosser & Dr Lucinda Offer 

and the Royal Astronomical Society for their wonderful contribution to this residency and to Heritage 

Lottery Fund, Arts Council England and Feast for support. Thanks also to CLLD, Cornwall Development 

Company & European Union for helping us to set up our virtual residency platform.

About the Above and Below Project

Celebrating Cornwall’s contribution to the measurement of gravity: we recreate famous astronomer 

William Dunkin’s Cornwall mine gravity experiments, with Rosevale mine volunteers and artists, bringing 

in the story of amazing wildlife and dark skies surrounding Dolcoath and Rosevale.

Presentation and discussion sessions included:

Pale Blue Dot Collective, Louise Beer and John Hooper - Framing the universe

https://palebluedotcollective.org/

Lucinda Offer (RAS Education and Outreach Officer) - Exploring Mars 

https://ras.ac.uk/

Dr Sian Prosser (RAS Librarian and Archivist) - RAS archive exploration

https://ras.ac.uk/

Carolyn Kennett - Ancient sites and ancient materials 

https://archaeoastronomycornwall.com/

Dr Joanna Mayes - Experimental film processing using materials from a Cornish mine

http://www.joannamayes.com/

Peter Beeson - ‘Minerals as materials’ 

https://www.peterbeeson.co.uk

Lisa Pettibone: Recent work reflecting a growing interest in astronomy and physics

https://www.pettibone.co.uk/
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Ekaterina Adelskaya (b. 1988, Moscow) is a London based award-winning artist working on abstract 

sculptures and watercolours, mostly revolving around the notions of materiality, destruction and 

transformative processes. 

She holds a BA (Hons) in Fine Art (1st class) from the University of Hertfordshire & British Higher School 

of Art and Design in Moscow.  Ekaterina has been exhibiting since 2015, including London Art Biennale, RA 

in London, RWA in Bristol, CICA Museum in Gimpo, and Moscow International Biennale of Contemporary 

Art. Her works are held in private collections in UK, Italy and Russia. In 2020 her object ‘Blurring’ has been 

acquired as part of the CICA Museum’s permanent collection in South Korea, whilst Adelskaya’s painting 

‘Letting Go I’ won the “Watercolour 2nd Prize” at the Royal West of England Academy’s 168th Annual 

Exhibition. 

“I work mainly with textile, clay and watercolour. Focusing on non-traditional methods of art-making such 

as burning, melting or dissolving, I explore materials’ potentiality and their physical properties. Blurring 

the boundaries between 2D and 3D, my artworks are half-painting, half-sculpture, sometimes closer to 

art installations. I invite the viewer to experience both the image and its own disintegration, life and 

decay, remembering and forgetting. Whether it’s holes burnt in fabric or white dots of unpainted paper,  

transformation of matter is part of our existence, it’s life itself. — We adapt, thrive and decay in a constant 

flow of change.”

EKATERINA ADELSKAYA

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

The residency “Ancient materials: Above and Below” was a unique opportunity for me to discover Cornwall’s 

heritage as a fascinating location for collecting new pigments, working alongside scientists and artists, 

with whom I share the same interesting in space, geology and materials.

We explored the Royal Astronomical Society’s archive materials and developed a cross-disciplinary network 

in general. It was fascinating to discover the similarities between the Earth and Martian surfaces (rusty 

dust, hardened lava, clay minerals).

My first artistic approach was to make watercolours from red hematite and green glauconite pigments, 

minerals recently collected on the Gale crater by NASA’s Curiosity Mars rover. I then used a Mars map to 

replicate the composition of craters and made the watercolour painting “Letting Go XIV”. 

The final work was “Life in desert” using the same pigments on burnt synthetic fabric. These volcano-like 

shaped sculptures nod to the undergoing process of destruction and decay of both planets: Mars traces of 

a once thriving organic environment, and Earth with its ever growing man-made synthetic pollution.

This residence helped me find a fresh perspective in my conceptual research as well as new visual references. 

In the future I am planning to continue this multi-planetary approach, opening up new connotations and 

visual perspectives.

Top: Life in desert, hematite and glauconite pigments on burnt synthetic fabric, 120 x 25 x 25 cm

Bottom: Letting Go XIV,  hematite and glauconite watercolours on paper, 76 x 56 x 0.2 cm



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Lewis Andrews is a Fine Artist based in Leeds, United Kingdom. His work specialises in dealing with 

complex thoughts, ideas and facts within nature and science. Some explore those in which we seem to be 

overshadowed and overpowered in comparison by the vast distances, size or quantities. Others investigate 

moments of extreme power, creation and rebirth on a molecular scale or on a scale comparable to that of 

the universe. Questioning our relationships, place and role within the universe, environment and natural 

spaces.

The ‘Wanderer’ series of artworks were created as a result of my time on the ‘Ancient Materials’ residency. 

The title of the residency reminded me of a chapter from ‘Origins; Fourteen Billion Years of Cosmic 

Evolution’, written by Neil deGrasse Tyson & Donald Goldsmith, in which they go through the possibilities of 

early asteroids delivering precious materials to the early earth. Taking inspiration from these hypothesises, 

‘Wanderer’ attempts to visualise those early travellers of the cosmos while simultaneously touching upon 

our connection through the materials and atomic elements to the heavens. Through the use of found 

rocks on the pavements of the roads which we walk up and down going about our everyday lives, the work 

concurrently connects ourselves and planet to those ancient times as well as serving a reminder that we 

are still deeply connected to the life cycles of the cosmos. 

lewis  andrews

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

It felt great to return to Mayes creative for their third virtual arts – science residency. After previously taking 

part in their Watching the Sun and Starlight residencies, ‘Ancient Materials’ provided another opportunity 

to engage with my practice and take on board new information and ideas from the presentations of the 

speakers and other participating artists.

Arriving at a time of recovery for me on a personal level, the residency also reignited the passion I have for 

making work. About a month before the residency, I had the unpleasant experience of catching COVID-19 

and was ill for weeks with its after effects. Long COVID took away my motivation and ability to focus on 

creating new work. However, the opportunity to take part in this residency provided me the opportunity 

to regain my motivation after about a month of being lost in head ‘fog’. 

This residency challenged my approach to my practice (which until now had mostly focused on stars) and 

refocused it on some of the other wonders of the cosmos. The analysing of the materials and features of 

our neighbouring planet mars made me question the materials of our planet and their origins. Leading to 

the creation of the ‘Wanderer’ series of photographic artworks. The enhanced focus on the minerals of 

the earth beneath our feet drove forward the connections within the work between our planet and the 

heavens. Once again, the residency has proven to be a wonderful experience.

Top left: Wanderer V, 2021, photograph, 594mm x 841mm

Top right: Wanderer VI, 2021, photograph, 594mm x 841mm

Bottom left: Wanderer VII, 2021, photograph, 594mm x 841mm

Bottom right: Wanderer VIII, 2021, photograph, 594mm x 841mm



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Karen Curry is a Canadian visual artist working in the mediums of painting, printmaking, and photography.  

A Toronto based artist for 20 years, since 2009 she has based her home and studio on Gabriola Island, 

located on the west coast of British Columbia. Always a lover of shorelines Curry’s move to Gabriola has 

fuelled her fascination with the enveloping, often isolating and always inspiring aspects of the intertidal 

zone. 

Curry’s current series are brought together under the umbrella “The Edge Effect” and represent part of a 

multi year visual exploration into of aspects of shorelines. These paintings focus on the ethereal nature 

of the intertidal zone – on documenting the movement of water, edges, light and traces of erosion. The 

colour palette evolves and changes in these series as a response to considering different shorelines. The 

vast differing of blues combined with the opacity and translucence of water as it interacts with the rocky 

shorelines, is an endless source of fascination and challenge. 

Born in Yellowknife, Curry obtained her BFA at the University of Alberta and continued her studies at the 

Accademia Caerite, Italy and The Sun Valley Center for the Humanities, Idaho. She continues to participate 

in international residencies, most recently in New Zealand and The Azores. Curry has exhibited widely in 

solo and group shows, nationally and internationally. 

www.karencurry.ca

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

When applying for this residency I was most interested in the coastal aspects of Cornwall and the ancient 

sites and materials part of the programming. After months of Covid isolation, I looked forward to this 

opportunity for gathering new information. I was surprised to find myself resonating equally deeply with 

the astronomical aspects of the programming.

My location on the west coast of Canada and the resulting 8 hour time difference prevented me from 

participating in the sessions in real time. I was able to watch the recorded versions of the all the sessions 

for which I am grateful. I also found it useful to screen capture some of the presenters’ information to help 

with future research for work that may evolve from this residency.

Learning that both the google mapping of Mars and the Hubble images had “assigned palettes” was a 

revelation to me. I found myself particularly fascinated by the somewhat garish palette used for the 

elevations in the mapping of Mars. I decided to do a small Leporello book investigating that palette which 

is so far removed from the earth toned palette of my current paintings.

A month after completing this small book, I watched Pete Beeson’s recap of his “Above & Below Minerals as 

Materials” session. Pete showed a number of images taken during his visit to a mine in Cornwall, to collect 

materials to make his pigments. There is one photograph where the colours of the leaching walls of the 

mine are virtually identical to the assigned palette for Mapping Mars. It seemed I had come full circle from 

an assigned palette “Above” to a natural palette “Below”.

Top: Mapping Mars, pages 8,9,10 acrylic on Yupo  with a screen captured image of naturally occurring pigments in a mine shaft from Pete 

Beeson’s session “Minerals as Matter”, 11” X11”

Bottom left: Mapping Mars, Leporello book, acrylic on Yupo, with mixing bowls, 6” X 40”

KAREN CURRY



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Hannah Gibson is an internationally renowned glass artist; and geologist, based near London.

Whilst studying geology at The University of Edinburgh Hannah first became fascinated in the chemistry 

of glass.

Capturing the nostalgic imagery of childhood, exposing hidden narratives, through cast sculptural glass 

stands at the core of her work.

Hannah’s work has been collected and widely exhibited internationally including SOFA Chicago, COLLECT, 

Venice Glass week, The Coburg Prize for Contemporary Glass, Northlands Creative, The Habatat Galleries 

in Florida and Detroit, The Chesterfield Gallery in New York, The Imagine Museum in St Petersburg, The 

National Liberty Museum in Philadelphia, The Royal Scottish Academy, Rhodes University in South Africa, 

Kyoto Japan, Gallery Ten in Edinburgh, The Pyramid Gallery in York and London Glassblowing.

Hannah has won several prizes including highly commended in The Glass Prize 2021, The Judges award 2020 

at The Just Glass exhibition and The Contemporary Glass Society graduate award.

Whilst studying for an MA in glass at the University for The Creative Arts in Farnham, Hannah began 

working on her current body of work, Recycling Narratives, Whispering Sweet Nothings.

HANNAH GIBSON

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

Returning as Artist in Residence, the focus of her research was on materiality. Constantly pushing the 

boundaries of glass.

Passionate about sustainability and recycling, using predominantly recycled glass and found objects, Sweet 

Nothings are a series of cast glass figures whispering Sweet Nothings to one another. 

What are they whispering.

‘Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot. Nothing is going to get better. It’s not’ Dr Seuss. The 

Lorax.

Hannah Gibson BSc Geology MA Glass MSDC

Above Left: 1344 Light Years, 27 cm tall, 3.1 kg, made from 100% recycled glass

Below Left: Recycling Narratives, 27 cmtall, 3.1 kg, made from 100% recycled glass



ABOUT THE ARTIST

I am Sila Guven (Sıla Güven) from the year 1982 in the Turkey, specializing in conceptual art. At the age of 

ten, I moved in Strasbourg study Fashion design at Jean Rostand. I moved in Paris to finished École MJM. 

As a visual artist my first group show was at The Strasbourg Opera House (French: Opéra de Strasbourg). 

Early 2012 I moved to Wolverhampton and study art, first at the University of Wolverhampton and 

later I finished MA Visual Art courses at the University of The Arts London (UAL). In 2015, I have been 

invited several Biennales and workshops some of them; Camac art Center Workshop, Camac, France; in 

2016, Florence Biennale, Florence, Italy and Lumen Studio Residency Program, London, UK.  In 2018 Circle 

Foundation from France honor me with Professional Achievement Prize.  In 2019, I received Artist of the 

Year 2019 International Prize by Francesco Severio Russo, Mantua, Italy. I participated in 2021 18. Vernice 

Art Fair, Vernice, Italy and Mayes Creative cooperation with Royal Astronomical Society , Above and Below 

Residency program, England. Since 2020 I am memeber of the Visual Artists Associations, London, England.

In my entire body of work shows astronomical discoveries. My paintings are illustrated Dimensional 

Journey from microcosmos to macrocosmos livings. Themes from Macrocosmos are particularly reflected 

in my  work: for instance, my paintings inspired by Nasa’s images. My works incorporate materials such as 

linen, soil, rocks, robes, and fabrics. Her works are making reference to Space by using living belongings.

You can see my artworks at www.silaguven.com

s ila  guven

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

Returning as Artist in Residence, the focus of my research was on materiality. Constantly Since 2010, I 

am interested in observing the universe with telescope. By observing the universe, I have realized the 

meaningful relationship between macro and micro reality and had a better understanding about universe. 

After my travel to Washington and my visit to National Air and Space Museum, I began to read and paint 

about Universe. For me, Art is a bridge between Science and Creativity which I have also tried to look 

and explore the secrets of the nature. I believe materials from nature have signs directly showing lots of 

dimensions of universe where I have tried to show this interaction and relationship by using linen robes 

and soil as natural materials on my paintings. Linen, Fibre, yarn, and fabric are made from the flax plant. Flax 

is one of the oldest textile fibres used by humans. 

Origin of the Universe became my passion as well as the future and the borders of the universe. With 

this insight and motive, I saw Mayes Creatives’s Residency program about Above and Below. It was an 

inspirational and helpful experience which I deeply desired to be part of it. 

Our team met Lucinda Offer and talked about Our Future on Mars. We talked about simulations around 

the World. Also, we talked to Sian Prosser and examine scientists, painters like William Herschel, Nathaniel 

Everett Green’s notebooks. Carolyn Kennett talked about Cornwall’s history as ancient sites and ancient 

materials. She enlightened us with the ancient people and their advanced knowledge of astronomy. It was 

a big opportunity for me to make contact to scientists and visual artists. 

Before Residency program, I made readings about new discoveries in order to be able to get ready to 

communicate and ask questions. It also helped me to understand how to visualize my artworks better. So, 

I began to use different materials such as clay in my paintings.  The Residency program has expanded my 

horizon in terms of scientific researches by making use of artistic trends. 

Top: Mars, 2021, mixed technique and 

oil colour on canvas, 70x70cm

Left: Shadows, 2019, Linen, clothes and 

oil colour on canvas, 130 x 100cm



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Melissa Hampson-Smith is an environmental artist making art jewellery, sculpture, paintings & performance. 

Much of her art-jewellery pieces are inspired by deep space, terraforming other planets & re-wilding parts 

of Planet Earth. Traditional gemstones are set alongside ‘future Gemstones’* on reclaimed discs of metal, 

that have been worked with rock found on location. Gems represent habitation modules on other planets, 

& traditional use of gemstone therapy is woven into each piece. Some works contain seeds, perhaps in 

vintage test tubes, to plant on arrival to another planet or to re-wild parts of Planet Earth. Works are 

finished to give the impression of an heirloom piece that has travelled through time, some contain secret 

maps. Recent art jewellery works made with wood from a tree grown from a pip over the past 10 years, 

inspired by trees that communicate & mycorrhizal fungi networks.  

Studied Oxford & Brighton Sculpture, Stone Carving Portland, OU Environmental Sciences & De Beers 

Diamonds. Large paintings & sculptures for venues, to seed bomb & brooch for Venice Vending Machine. 

Painting sunrise/sunset for many years in Cornwall as well as plain air landscapes.  Drawing in #aspshows 

2021-22 Hastings Contemporary.  

Art Jewellery Exhibited in Portugal, Blackburn, Wales, France, Australia, London Craft Week & Stockist Ruup 

& Form London. Member of Precious Collective & Crafts Council Directory.  Stone Carvings Southport, 

Salisbury Hall, NW Trade Show.  Carnival performance, costumes, gigants, fire shows, stage sets.  

https://www.instagram.com/mjhscontemporary 

*‘Future Gemstones’ I fuse discarded medical packaging with Ocean Plastics & light reactive materials, 

upscaling the discarded.

MELISSA Hampson-smith

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

Lucinda Offers, Royal Astronomical Society, discussed future colonisation of Mars & implications of this for 

humanity & Planet Mars itself. Also 3D printing with materials found on Mars. The image & information at 

the end of  Lucinda’s presentation ‘1000 year project’ is extremely interesting. It’s inspired me to imagine 

what the light would be like on Mars & how a forest might grow there. Ponder searching for materials, 

their subsequent use to create art works, architecture & everyday stuff alongside terraforming on Mars.  

Peter Beeson inspired me to begin collecting pigments to use in paintings & sculpture.   

Carolyn Kennet’s presentations have inspired future carved works in wood, neon paint & resin, based on 

Google Mars Maps, & carvings in beach brick responding to stone monuments & carvings.  

I took photos, shot film, made drawings, paintings & plan to create art-jewellery & sculpture pieces in the future.  

‘600 years to Mycelium’, ‘Mars what a Trip’ & ‘The place had no atmosphere, but he turned out to be a fungi’  

are from a large body of work ‘Imagined future fungal network on Mars.’  

‘Materials from Mars’ mixed media painting on board responds to a breakout room discussing the fact that 

Mars has no magnetosphere to hold in an atmosphere meaning humans may have to live underground to 

avoid radiation. 

Working with other artists & scientists & learning their practice has developed my painting & sculpture 

work. I’m planning a multimedia exhibition in 2022. I found this fascinating & a huge inspiration.

Top left: 600 years to Mycelium, Graphite, chalk, oil pastel, brown paper. 50 x 60 cm

Top right: Materials from Mars, Acrylic, oil, pencil, gold metal pigments, plastic fragments, light reactive paints, board, 17 x 18 x 3mm

Bottom:  The place had no atmosphere, but he turned out to be a fungi, Pencil, acrylic, metallic silver paint, wax crayon, felt pens. 60 x 70 cm



ABOUT THE ARTIST

My work is based on sites that have captivated me by their beauty, strength and atmosphere: from huge 

land, sky and seascapes, to the macro and microscopic worlds of rocks.

Exploring rocks through the medium of beeswax and pigment gives me  a unique and exciting insight into 

their evolution.  I create layers of molten wax, add ground mineral pigments for colour,  and mould them into 

solid blocks or thin sheets,  which I  then insculpt and etch. This technique mirrors rocks’ transformative 

and creative processes.

I am now also creating artworks with watercolour and hand gathered pigments on stone paper.

I have  a studio in Edinburgh and have exhibited widely in Scotland, the United States and New Zealand. My 

website and Instagram are www.karidekoenigswarter.com 

https://www.instagram.com/karidekartist 

KARI  DE  KOENIGSWARTER

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

This residency has  expanded my view of the world both intellectually and visually by introducing me to 

astronomy and ancient monuments  and by showing me how to gather pigments in a local cave.

It has allowed me to experiment with materials I haven’t used before, and made me want to discover more 

about our planetary system.

Some of this has translated into the use of the new materials (such as stone paper) to create new work 

and enthused me to do more exploring both in my artwork and intellectually. The team leading us and 

the people giving talks were wonderful and it was great to meet more like minded artists with which to 

exchange ideas. 

Top left: Planetary Surface, hand-gathered pigments on beeswax, 10cm x 5.5cm

Top right: Ancient Monuments stone, pen and watercolour on A5 stone paper

Bottom: Fundaments, beeswax round coloured with copper dust from the rock, 17cm x 9cm



ABOUT THE ARTIST

Rosalind Lowry is an artist from Northern Ireland who works with a range of media to create site specific 

land art, installations and sculpture. Through numerous solo and collaborative projects she has delivered 

works internationally and across Ireland and she has just completed a 2 year Artist in Residence project 

on the peatlands of County Tyrone for the UK Heritage Lottery and Lough Neagh Partnership, delivering a 

series of site specific sculptures and installations on the peatlands.

She studied at Chelsea School of Art & St. Martins School of Art in London, is a Member of The Royal 

Society of Sculptors, and has won several awards for her work including a Carnegie Award. 

Rosalind has completed many Artist in Residence positions including time spent in the Alaskan wilderness 

for the Alaska State Government creating a sculpture trail.

The main influences on her work are the historical human commodification of the land, the disappearing 

landscape and its heritage, leading to ecological destruction, and social conflict. 

Her focus is working in response to place, and using art as an intervention. This has led her to creating large 

scale site specific work for regional environmental and nature preservation organisations.

The majority of her work is temporary, in the form of installations. These pieces will then be dismantled and 

reused in future works, thus creating a lineage and root system throughout her practice, where materials 

from works made several years ago can still live on in new pieces. 

Using her work as a way to connect people and issues, her work has a social aspect, and for this she was 

awarded 2nd place from The Institute for Art & Innovation in Berlin in 2021.

Website – www.rosalindlowryartist.com

Instagram - @rosalindlowry

ROSALIND LOWRY

Top left: Land Marks, 2021, block printing in soil, 30ft x 30ft, location: County Monaghan, Ireland

Top right: Newmills Charcoal, 2021, 100 year old charcoal on paper, 3ft x 3 ft

Bottom left: Land Marks, 2021, block print in soil, 2ft x 3ft

Bottom right: Land Marks, 2021, white clay, 2ft x 6ft



Top: Halo, Acrylic, ink and graphites on canvas, 100cm x 100cm

Bottom: Gravity, Ultraviolet and Darkness, Ink, graphites and collage, 10cm x 10cm each

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Tina Mammoser was born in 1970 in Chicago. She grew up equally fascinated by math, art, science, writing, 

and music. An endless academic, she moved to Scotland in 1993 to pursue a second degree. Later she 

moved to London, where she finally took up art and painting, and then to Yorkshire. She earned her British 

citizenship in 2012. Years living next to Lake Michigan, the River Tay, the Thames River, and the North 

Sea surfaces in her abstractions of water and the sea. In 2005 she began cycling and painting the English 

coastline, which prompted a return to university in 2010 for her sixth degree. She studied the coastal 

geology that is now a vital element of her artwork. 

For over 20 years, Mammoser has been combining elements of abstraction with the science of her materials 

and subject matter. Her drawings and paintings are collected internationally. She now works from her 

studio in Scarborough, North Yorkshire. In 2021 she began her eighth degree, looking to add elements of 

classical studies to her artistic knowledge.

www.tina-m.com

tina Mammoser

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

Joining the Ancient Materials residency, I went in with an open mind and hoped to meet like-minded artists 

interested in science subjects  The ‘Above and Below’ theme attracted my attention, and the possibility 

of both astronomy and geology topics. ‘Above’ turned out to be the main inspiration for new work. The 

discussion of environmental survival by  Lucinda Offer of the Mars Society and then a group artist prompt 

to be creative with the concept of the magnetosphere prompted me to look into the Mars magnetosphere, 

or lack of it. The topic of auroras captured my attention and my curiosity led to online searches for journal 

articles about the phenomena. The idea ties in with my previous studies of the Mars surface and of satellite 

technology, and I found fresh information about new satellite images of Mars’ auroras in the ultraviolet 

wavelength.

Having painted atmospheric effects in my past seascapes, my curiosity moved to the particle movement 

within the Mars auroras. The velocity vectors of the electrons gave me a linear concept to use forthe hand-

drawn elementsin my paintings and collages. Though still in the early stages of exploring the subject, I’ve 

created a small series of abstract collages combining astronomy and geology concepts and a large painting 

based on the ultraviolet auroras.



ABOUT THE ARTIST

I work with multiple media: I produce installations using recycled packaging; weave with salvaged fabrics; 

overlay digital drawing on my photography; do sound pieces and performance; and produce collage, digital 

and video including all of the above.

You can see some of the substantial body of work I’m producing in response to Covid here: http://www.

carolinemawer.com/my-covid-era-work-so-far/

Before and during (and I’m sure after!) Covid, I keep coming back to trees and their cycle of life. I’ve got an 

ongoing Wow Wow Wow relationship with the night sky too.

There’s more about me here: http://www.carolinemawer.com/about-caroline

Caroline Mawer

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

I was already producing multiple collages of the moon: every night without too much cloud, I see multiple 

overlaid moon-lets. You probably see only a single outline. 

I really enjoyed learning from the Royal Astronomical Society Librarian when she talked about the earliest 

lunar photographs. These were produced at a time of controversy about whether photography could ever 

be as accurate as drawing. Stereographs were super-popular at that time - as an early version of virtual 

reality.

I’m showing a digital work-in-progress. A not-at-all facsimile of the eminent Warren de la Rue’s lunar 

stereographs - using my own paper collages, and (still!) experimenting with how to get the glow of the real 

moon.

The moon is of course our nearest astronomical neighbour.  I wanted to also look further away - including 

further away than is ever going to be possible to ‘see’. 

Gravity is, of course, with us every single second of every single day (unless you’re Jeff Bezos!). But we 

still have much to learn about / from this truly ancient material. The undulations in spacetime caused by 

gravitational waves generated by colliding black holes far far away were first sensed less than a decade ago. 

I’ve got a special personal interest in gravity: my first solo show is deferred after I fell and broke my elbow.

So I’m sharing a work-in-progress ‘history’ of gravity: a digital collage salvaged from the internet.

This includes images of Newton’s actual tree and apple - as well as a contemporary description of Newton 

seeing the apple drop. There’s a cannon firing a cannon ball - showing Newton’s cannon-theory of how the 

moon circles the earth. With an image of the 1916 eclipse which confirmed Einstein’s theory of relativity; 

as reported in the New York Times report. Plus some seminal notes of Einstein and Bessos which were 

sold at Christie’s for $13M last week. All overlaid on a version of one of the Ligo Interferometers where 

gravitational waves are detected - with images of some of the very first detected gravitational waves. 

When my elbow improves, I’m going to add something specific about me and gravity: about how walking 

is a special version of controlled falling. 

Above: Double Trouble Stereoloon; Digital 

not-at-all facsimile of Warren de la Rue’s 

stereographs, using my collage moons, with 

experimental lighting; digital at 250 pixels per 

inch - so can expand; minimum size: 36 by 35.23 

cm 

Left: The History of Gravity; Digital collage 

salvaged from the internet, building on 

discussions with Make contributors; digital at 

250 pixels per inch - so can expand; minimum 

size: 35.56 by 25.4 cm



Top: Portal 1

Bottom: Portal 3

ABOUT THE ARTIST

For me a work of art is a process. That process is a series of formal decisions that accumulate over the 

duration of time spent on one or more pieces in the stu-dio. I begin with my materials. In the Bog Cycle work 

I chose ink because it is a fluid medium, which behaves in ways they are both unexpected and predictable. 

I believe the inherent qualities of ink and paint are thus flexible enough for experi-ment and for precise 

control. I am attracted to work that does not attempt to cover up the process of making. As an artist my 

yielding to the qualities of a particular set of variables is tempered by my search for unity and the gestalt of 

the work. The series of decisions that result in a finished piece should be visible through the medium and 

in the context of unifying elements of the work i.e line, shape, value, texture and space. The organization 

of those elements is how the content or emotive impact of the piece resolves itself. Content is the conse-

quence of the work’s design. I believe that to bring about a meaningful work, it has to be first and foremost 

a record of the artist’s process in creating the piece. Content is too difficult on its own terms. It is too 

abstract and cannot be revealed in any other way but though the medium and through the artists handling 

of his or her materials. The resolution of my Bog Cycle work is grounded in the belief that the process of 

making must communicate all other references; philosophical, emotive, and narrative. My desire to reach 

Heaney’s text in its abstract elemental form, is embodied in my ongoing Bog Cycle series.

Alan Montgomery

ARTWORK & OUTCOME

I am currently working on a collaboration with the University of Huddersfield around the broad topic of 

Climate Chaos. Also, I have proposed a joint project with a colleague at Dakota State University in the 

English department, who shares a passion for Seamus Heaney’s prose and poetry. We will be working on 

melding visual and literal interpretations around Heaney’s bog poems. Thus, my interest in working across 

disciplines is a primary focus of my practice. I find the process of creative actions in a collaborative spirit to 

be vital for participants and audience. Learning is a creative process, and I am open to new ways of thinking 

about how art and science have shared and revealed new ways of seeing our world cultures.

I would like to use my time to work with others who find common ground with how ancient cultures 

expressed their connections to nature. As a broad topic this may take points of departure via visual forms, 

textual documents, and research. A research opportunity is always welcome, and I believe a residency is a 

catalyst for all involved.
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